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e know families are apprehensive about sending
their loved one far from home for rehabilitation
after an injury or disease. That’s why Shepherd Center
counts. that
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show can
that stay
patients
worksxperience
hard to ensure
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and
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burden ofindependence
hotel costs. and return to school
and community if they go to a hospital that treats a high
Shepherd Center provides up to 30 days of free housing
volume of catastrophically injured patients.
to
families of newly injured rehabilitation patients, if both
Because all of our resources are devoted to treating
the family and patient live more than 60 miles from the
central nervous system injuries and illnesses, Shepherd
hospital. These 30 days of housing do not have to be
Center has more experience treating teenagers with these
used consecutively, but can be used as needed during the
kinds of catastrophic brain and spinal cord injuries than
inpatient stay.
general rehabilitation facilities. This experience –
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Center,
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access
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reflected in our outcomes, which exceed national averages.
who is handling your admission to Shepherd Center, or
contact our housing coordinator at 404-350-7557.
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Inpatient
Family Housing
Shepherd Center treats more than

Inpatient family housing will be provided in any of the
inpatient
teenagersbased
with on availability:
three 60
following
locations
catastrophic
injuries
each yearFamily Residence
• Irene
and George
Woodruff
Center
The Woodruff Family Residence Center is located
Hundreds of teen patients are leading longer and better
on the campus of Shepherd Center. It features 84
quality lives because of the acute care, rehabilitation and
wheelchair-accessible furnished suites. For safety
medical and surgical care available at Shepherd Center. Our
reasons, no inpatients are allowed to visit the
adolescent track begins in the intensive care unit and focusResidence Center.
es on a healthy lifestyle and the highest level of functioning
•and
Biscayne
Apartments
independence
possible. It includes:
24 studio apartments about a half mile north of
Center on Biscayne
• Shepherd
An interdisciplinary
approachDrive.
to addressing the teen
patient’s special
• Shepherd
Place need for independence, socialization,
age-appropriate
activities, security
privacy.
12
accessible apartments
about a and
quarter
mile north of
Center 10-member,
on Peachtree
Park Drive.
• Shepherd
A physician-led,
dedicated
treatment team.

Options for When Housing Days
Have Been Used
A high priority on the involvement of family and friends.
••Hotels
Centerto has
partnered
several
• Shepherd
Private rooms
allow
patientswith
to spend
thenearby
night,
hotels
and apartment complexes that offer competitive
when possible.
room rates for families of Shepherd patients. For a list,
• Education and training in problem solving, stigma manvisit shepherd.org/hotels.
agement, self-advocacy, drug and alcohol awareness,
• Staying
Private
Rooms
self-careinand
sexuality.
For those loved ones who are in private rooms, having
• Care coordinated by a case manager who provides
one family member stay in the room is an option. Due
utilization review.
to the safety of your loved one, only one family member
can stay in the room.
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Staying on track academically is extremely important for
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Shepherd’s whole-patient approach to education.
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Recognizing that adolescents rely on school experiences
and positive peer interactions for much of their self-esteem
and growth, Shepherd Center has developed a program to
facilitate the back-to-school transition. Designed by the
individual patient, the program can include in-school
awareness and sensitivity training for school staff and students, as well as instruction in medical issues that may arise
during the school day.
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